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INTRODUCTION
THE ROADMAP TO DIGITAL GOVERNMENT

By Cathy Novak, Industry Principal, Pegasystems
Governments have long found it challenging to
modernize legacy IT systems. Now comes pressure to
offer digital government services. Which takes priority?
The answer is both. But rather than thinking linearly,
the smart way is to execute simultaneously by standing
a traditional IT approach on its head. Use technology
to develop proactive and digital government services
– outside in , from the perspective of the constituent while modernizing.
To be successful, government organizations can
(and should) move beyond traditional development
methodologies by adopting an agile development
approach. How to get there? Read on.
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THE
EVOLUTION
Looking Inside Out
Do you remember when the only way to connect with
constituents was in the office? Then came the era of
e-government, where constituents could print forms
from the internet and once completed, return them
to an office. All of these evolutions have one thing
in common – to deliver more efficient services to
constituents.
Although the term ‘digital government’ has been widely
used for many years, the term has taken on a new

FROM IN-LINE...

TO ON-LINE (e-Gov)...

TO NO-LINE (Digital)

Deliver services
more efficiently

Deliver services
more efficiently

Deliver services
more efficiently

Offer constituents a
self-service approach

Deliver proactive
services

Reduce the number of
people coming to offices

Uses data to optimize
and transform
government services

Digitized existing
services and processes

Create new government
services with new delivery
and business models

meaning in our connected world…
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Despite all of the
progress made, most
governments are far from
capturing the full benefits
of digitization.

”

- McKinsey 12/14
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THE
EVOLUTION
CONTINUES
Looking Outside In
How many examples can you think of where a
constituent has to provide multiple agencies with the
same information due to a life event? Digital government
provides a new way to connect with constituents and
involves improved services, new processes, and new
business models.

DIGITAL GOVERNMENT PROACTIVELY
SUPPORTS CONSTITUENTS DURING
SIGNIFICANT LIFE EVENTS BY PROVIDING
TRUSTED CIVIC MOMENTS.
Trusted civic moments automatically and seamlessly
integrate the appropriate information and actions
needed to service significant life events, such as the
birth of a child, marriage, unemployment, or loss of a
loved one.
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THE DIGITAL PROMISE
A Hostage Situation?
Today’s constituents expect to interact with government the same way they interact with
the rest of the connected world - through digital technologies such as social, mobile,
analytics, cloud, and things. These digital technologies, SMACT technologies, will allow
constituents to interact with government when they want and how they want, and allow
government to proactively provide trusted civic moments to their constituents.
Is government ready to respond to the promise of digital? Many government
organizations feel as though their digital promise is being held hostage by their legacy
systems, and the ransom that must be paid for release is modernization.
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IS GOVERNMENT
READY TO
RESPOND TO
THE PROMISE
OF DIGITAL?
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DIGITIZE VS.
MODERNIZE
Two Paths Diverge?

Does a government

There is a significant

outcome-based, focused

organization need to

difference in approach

on their journey. The

modernize legacy systems

between legacy and

ability to leverage cloud

before leveraging digital

digital applications. With

technology removes many

technologies? The

legacy, the data takes

of the implementation

challenges associated

center stage – what it is,

barriers for government.

with large modernization

where it is, how to get to

projects appear to be in

it, and how to integrate

direct contrast to the goals

with it. With digital, the

and objectives of digital

constituent is on center

government.

stage and the approach is
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TRADITIONAL
MODERNIZATION
CHALLENGES

DIGITAL
GOALS AND
OBJECTIVES

Takes too long to implement

Business value is demonstrated in weeks

The system is outdated before day 1

Change is embraced

Siloed application development

Business and IT collaborate

High level of Risk

Risk is significantly reduced

Costly- in terms of dollars,
resources, and time

High ROI and low TCO

WWW.PEGA.COM
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DIGITAL BY DESIGN
Two Paths Converge
Modernizing legacy systems and responding to new constituent demands can and
should converge through digital by design. Digital by design provides the opportunity
to support superb service with excellent processes by looking outside in and starting
with the constituent experience.
Although you must start with the constituent experience to become digital by design,
your technology choice is critical. Your technology choice has to be able to support
your agency’s mission - with the ability to rapidly respond to government’s “New
Normal” of change. Change that is continuously driven by new administrations,
legislation, socio-economic conditions, and ever-increasing options for constituent
interaction.
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THE ROADMAP
TO DIGITAL

01.
Create
the Team

Follow the Constituent Journey
There have been different methods of attempting legacy
modernization including big bang projects and wrap
and renew. The future – digital – is about driving from
outcomes in with an unprecedented level of agility.
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05.

02.

Repeat
and Reuse

Equip
the Team

Converge your modernization and digitization paths
by bringing a team together who wants to champion

DIGITIZE
TO
MODERNIZE

change, equip your team with the agility they need
and give them a project that will demonstrate trusted
civic moments for life events. Use the project to
experiment, refine, and optimize. Then, reuse
everything possible for the next project.

04.
Experiment

03.
Select
the Project
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CREATE THE TEAM
Be the Change

Your team of change agents will consist of people
who want to effect change. Those who dream big and
represent both business and IT.
These will be people who embrace change and get
excited about the next evolution of proactive – digital –
government. This team of change agents will make the
rest of their government organization change the way
they think by demonstrating and communicating the
need for digital urgency through their actions, behaviors,
and words.
This team of change agents will ensure silos are
broken down and all non-urgent tasks are eliminated –
proving by example that it is possible for government
to provide proactive services through executing on a
digital strategy based on the constituent journey.
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02.

EQUIP THE TEAM
Go Agile

As governments enter the digital world, they must be
able to anticipate, facilitate and embrace change at
an ever-faster pace. With agile development, all of
the project requirements do not have to be defined
ahead of time. Changes to requirements are expected
and welcomed. Project requirements are aligned with
timeframe and budget.
There are many ways to adapt to agile practices. The
methodology is simple to understand. The important
aspects are understanding the cycles and feedback loops.

AGILE TOOLS RANGE FROM POST-IT NOTES
AND WHITEBOARDS TO SOPHISTICATED
PROJECT MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORKS.
Many government organizations have already made
the switch to agile with much success. Your team could
shadow another organization’s team, or even hire an agile
coach for your first project.
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03.

SELECT THE PROJECT

How important is the business value
to the organization? Is it visible?
Are the business processes well
understood?

Focus on Outcomes

Will the project include proactive
constituent service?

You should begin the selection process for your project by looking outside in. Start with

How often do the business rules
change for this process?

outcomes and look for the associated life events constituents depend upon. How can
government improve an outcome, create a trusted civic moment, and proactively engage
their constituents?
Select a project that will simplify a process used by a legacy system. A process that
is prone to regulatory or legislative changes. This will be the project that quickly
demonstrates the value of digital government to your organization.
While selecting your first project, keep the enterprise vision in mind. Which parts of this
project can be reused across other programs? Creating a scorecard with a rating system
for the simple questions to the right can be used as a starting point.

Would this project help free up
resources from low-value tasks?
How re-usable is the project? Can it
be specialized for other programs?
Does your organization support the
automation of this process?
Does the project cross
organizational boundaries?
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EXPERIMENT
According to a recent Mckinsey report,

Optimize the Journey

“GOVERNMENT LEADERS SHOULD ADOPT
THE PERSPECTIVE OF A CITIZEN PASSING
THROUGH THE END-TO-END EXPERIENCE OF A
PARTICULAR PROCESS AND SEEK TO OPTIMIZE
THE COMPLETE JOURNEY”.
Take the time to experiment, refine, and optimize your
project. Demonstrate the business value early and often
by testing the project with employees and constituents
who will benefit from trusted civic moments. Incorporate
multiple feedback opportunities, and using agile
development, create a backlog of future functionality to
include in the project.
Use a “model-driven” digital platform that minimizes or
eliminates coding and instead allows business experts
to build processes and rules visually. This allows great
opportunity for experimentation - with the ability to
quickly refine, optimize and gain additional feedback.
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Digital by design will deliver significant improvements in

specific situations, channels, and constituent scenarios.

government such as lower costs, improved productivity

This is fundamental to gain re-use across the enterprise

and increased constituent satisfaction. Digital

and to significantly lower the cost of implementation,

government can also provide the motivation needed to

while reducing the time to value.

hire and retain valued employees.

Consolidate what worked well - and what didn’t - during

Your digital government platform should provide the

your first project and use these lessons to digitize the

opportunity to layer your business logic based on

next constituent journey.

Accelerate
the Journey
Community Partners

Government Offices

Pilot
VERIFY

CALL CENTER
RECERT

CHIP

ON-LINE

ELIGIBILITY

SNAP

IN LINE

I N TA K E

TA N F

S TAT E R U L E S

MEDICAID

Continuously
Improve

Specialize by
Constituent,
Program,
Geography
& Channel

FEDERAL RULES
Reuse

I N T E G R AT E D E L I G I B I L I T Y F R A M E W O R K

PEGA FOR GOVERNMENT
1
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ARCHITECT FOR EVOLUTION
Selecting your Digital Government Platform

Pega for Government helps government organizations
build and evolve applications that integrate, automate
and improve complex government operations. Pega lets
you deliver “end-to-end” constituent experiences that
integrate front and back-office operations, run across
multiple agencies, channels, and programs – on premise,
in the cloud, or using a hybrid approach.
By providing these capabilities in a unified, model-driven
environment, Pega for Government helps government
organizations ...

BUILD APPLICATIONS 6.4X FASTER,
CHANGE APPLICATIONS 8X FASTER,
AND DEPLOY TO MOBILE CHANNELS
40X FASTER THAN CONVENTIONAL
PROGRAMMING.
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ABOUT PEGASYSTEMS
Pegasystems (NASDAQ: PEGA) develops strategic applications for sales, marketing, service and
operations. Pega’s applications streamline critical business operations, connect enterprises to their
customers seamlessly in real-time across channels, and adapt to meet rapidly changing requirements.
Pega’s Global 500 customers include the world’s largest and most sophisticated enterprises. Pega’s
applications, available in the cloud or on- premises, are built on its unified Pega 7 platform, which uses
visual tools to easily extend and change applications to meet clients’ strategic business needs. Pega’s
clients report that Pega gives them the fastest time to value, extremely rapid deployment, efficient
re-use and global scale. For more information, please visit us at www.pega.com.
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